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burriquete
Burriquete comes from donkey. In the colloquial language, a burriquete is any individual who is addicted to marijuana.
The nickname stems from the fact that donkey feeds on grass.

burritos
Burritos: ( Plural of burrito ). It burrito is a dish typical of the kitchen Mexican that consists in a cake prepared with flour
of wheat, meat cooked or fried and beans cooked, among other ingredients.

burro
Donkey: 1 - as a noun is pet four-legged long ears and legs, shorter than the legs of the horse.  2 as an adjective is
applied, in Colombia, to any individual who is addicted to marijuana.  This last has its origin in the fact that the donkey
feeds on grass.   Synonym: burriquete.

burro mocho
Mocho donkey, is the nickname with which Colombian folk music singer is known Noel Petro.

bursátil
Stock Exchange: Belonging to or related to the stock exchange, to the operations carried out in it and to the listed
securities. 

bus
1- Bus , is an English word that in Spanish translates: bus .  That is, in English and Spanish it is written "bus" and
pronounced "bus".  A bus is a vehicle that serves to transport large numbers of people from one place to another. 

busca
Search : Search action.  Example: search alphabetically. 

buscador
A search engine or search engine, also called Internet search engine is a computer system that searches and locates
files stored on web servers or web sites.

buscapersonas
A pager, also called beeper, or paging device is a small electronic device that receives messages over long distances.
The first pager only received messages of audio, with the technological evolution, those who came out to the market
then were more intelligent and text messaging; with the advent of cell phones, and smartphones, these devices have
now been practically obsolete.

buscapiés
A buscapies is a small rocket fitted with a wick, that being power runs through the soil between the feet of the people,
emitting a characteristic sound similar to a whistle.

buscapleitos
Troublemaker: ( adj.  ) Uneasy, brawler, rowdy person.



buscarle cinco patas al gato
Search for explanations or reasons lacking basis or have no sense.

busero
Busero and busera: person driving a bus, a minibus and a bus.

busté
Searched, is way as some people write and pronounce the word "you" , in some areas of the central region in Colombia.

butacon
armchair is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Armchair" being its meaning:<br>Armchair: Large armchair,
armchair.

butifarrera
A butifarrera is a woman who develops and sells sausages.

butifarrero
Butifarrero (ra): person who is dedicated to making and selling sausages.

búsqueda
Search.    ( f .  ) Search action.  That is, to do everything pertinent and necessary to find something or someone. 

caballista
Rider: ( adj.  ) A person who is dedicated to the breeding and care of horses, especially when they are paso fino horses.

caballista
Rider: ( adj.  ) A fan of horse racing.

caballito de batalla
It is called colloquially " 34 battle horse; to that argument that rests a thesis, an initiative or a stance.

caballo blanco
The white horse is the horse mentioned in the popular song TE SOLTÉ LA RIENDA of Mexican folklore. 

caballo bomba
It was a horse loaded with several kilos of explosives, which arrived in the center of the town of Chita, in the Boyacá
department in Colombia.  This explosive charge detonated at that point in the town, leaving several injured and some
fatalities, including the horse. 

cabañuela
In football, he was named as " 34 cabin;  a move characteristic of Paraguayan player Roberto Cabañas, which managed
to score a goal in " 34 chilena; or half-volley.



cabe
Fits: apocope of Cabezón.

cabezones
Bobbleheads: ( Plural of Cabezón ) A bobblehead or Bighead is a large head.

cabezote
Stringhead: m. part of a tractor-trailer that includes booth and the first section, where it engages or fits the trailer.

cabildante
Were: ( adj.  )  Person who presides over or is part of a chapter.

cable tv
Cable TV, is an English expression that translates in Spanish : cable television. 

cabo gracias a dios
Region of Nicaragua, in the coast of mosquitoes, along with Honduras. Capital: City thanks

cabrearse
Goats: said of a person, emberracarse, emputarse, get angry.

cabresto
Cabresto: m. nod to bind and guide the beasts.

cabrilla
Cabrilla: (f.  ) Common name given to the helm of the vehicle.

caca de caballo
Horse droppings,, horse still. 

cacaotero
Cocoa tero ( and cocoa) : Person engaged in cocoa cultivation.

cacareado
Cacareado , is the passive participle of the verb cacarear .  It applies to what is or has been heavily commented,
spoken, discussed, announced.

cacelolazo
cacelolazo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cacerolazo" being its meaning:<br>Cacerolazo: ( m.  ) Blow
with a pan.

cacerolazo



A cacelorazo is a form of protest in which demonstrators do know their displeasure by banging pans.

cachacada
Cachacada: ( f.  ) Action of cops. People born in Bogotá and other areas in the interior of Colombia is known as cops
and cachaça.

cachacos
Known as cops and cachaça to the native people of Bogotá, Cundinamarca, and elsewhere in Colombia.

cachaquilandia
Cachaquilandia, is an imaginary city in Colombia, located in the interior of the country. The name is derived from " 34
cachaca; a COP or cachaça is, precisely, a person born in this region of Colombia.

cachaquita
Cachaquita : Puppy diminutive .   In Colombia, affectionately, a little woman is called a little girl, usually of small or
medium stature, born in Cundinamarca and other departments such as Santander and Norte de Santander. 

cachaquito
Cachaquito and cachaquita are the diminutivos used to refer so affectionate to the native people of Bogotá and other
regions in the interior of Colombia.

cacharrero
Crockery vendor ( and 41 cacharrera;  : Person who is ex officio sell pots and other goods, usually second.

cacharrito
A Gizmo is a car that is a little ramshackle.

cachetazo
Snapped : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Hit with the slap .    2- Hit hit on the slap .   3- Push given with the cheek.

cachetero
A boy is a feminine inner garment panty type.  It is characterized for being tight and much broader than a panty.

caché
Cache ( m .  ) 1- Elegance, distinction.    2- In computing, the cache memory is an auxiliary memory in which copies of
the files and data that a user accesses most frequently are stored.  The latest generation computers and smartphones
have cache memory.   3- Cache: elegantly, with distinction. 

cachimbero
Cachimbero, is the name of a neighborhood located on the outskirts of the municipality of Soledad, in the department of
Atlántico in Colombia.

cachivache viejo



Object or utensil unusable.

cachivachero
Cachivachero and cachivachera: ( adjs.  ) A person who sells knickknacks and all kinds of used items or second.

cachureto
Cachureto, ta: ( colloquial )  Is in poor condition, presenting a damage or a malfunction: "Do not sit in the Cabinet
because it is cachureto and you can fall ".

caderaje
The word caderaje does not exist in the Spanish language, Colombian composer Leandro Díaz in the song Diosa
Coronada, invented it in it says: "...When the goddess moves the caderaje Gets the most cocky King and then the looks
with longing and says thank you to heaven...  " It is clear that the composer is refer to the hip or all the contours of the
hip of the goddess, that would apply to all women: "Look at that caderaje has this female!  "

cadne
Cadne, way of pronouncing the word meat, typical of the inhabitants of Cartagena in bolivar department, and Sincelejo
in the department of Sucre, in Colombia; it's the same way Cubans pronounce that word. 

caer de bruces
Falling mouth below or head: "The type was to give of face to face after the cart " read in some cartoon of the American
West legendary.

caer de bruces
A colloquial definition has not never be comparable with a technical definition.   19andIt landed from snout in 39 soil; It is
a colloquial definition, while ' fall of bruces ' It is a technical definition. Expressions and colloquial definitions some times
are vulgar or rude, while techniques to enrich the language. That's a colloquial expression may not be better than a
technical term. -Fall of face to face: falling face down.

caer en la sima
Falling into the pit (with s) is falling into a pit, deep.  This expression is often used figuratively to refer to situations in
which a person has fallen very low.

caer rayos y centellas
Come a barrage of criticism about a person or an entity for having committed an error, failure or mistake.

caerse la paletilla
Shoulder: f. small spoon that measures seven cm approx., which is accompanied by a container called a collector of
fecal matter and that serves to collect sample that is sent to the lab.

cafeahorro
CafeAhorro, was the name given to the savings account at the defunct Banco Cafetero in the 1980s.

cafetera express



An espresso is a machine designed for the preparation of superior coffee, and quickly.

café capuchino
Cappuccino: coffee with milk that is characterized by being very sparkling.

café cerrero
In Colombia it is called " 34 cerrero coffee; Black good coffee and sugar-free.

café con leche
Coffee with milk, also called coffee, milk or milk coffee is coffee mixed with a higher quantity of milk, which served in a
cup or well and that is usually taken with breakfast.

café concierto
A concert Café is a café which offers live musical performances.

café cortado
Cut coffee: coffee with milk, but with very little milk.

café expreso
The Café Express, also called espresso or espresso coffee, is coffee prepared in a coffee maker. It is characterized by
its quick preparation and its more concentrated flavor. This form of making coffee is original from Italy.

café exprés
It is brewed coffee quickly because it has been prepared in an espresso coffee machine or an espresso pot.

café internet
An Internet Cafe, also called cyber-café, is a shop that offers customers access to Internet and also services of
restaurant, bar or coffee shop.

café tinto
It is coffee that presents a too dark colour and a taste for its preparation " strong " a little bitter.

café-concierto
Café-concert: Café which offers musical performances live.

cagada
In Colombia, in the colloquial language a shit is a screw-up, that is, an error, a "muddy".

cagajón
Cagajón : ( male noun ) Portion of the excrement of some quadrupeds such as horse, donkey, mule, mare, etc.

cagarla



In colloquial language, to make a mistake, to muddy it. 

cagarruta
Cagarruta: ( f.  ) Portion of excrement of some animals, especially of those cocks and them chickens.

cagón
Cagón ( y cagona ) .   Person suffering from diarrhea, suffering from acute diarrheal disease ( E . D . To.  ) 

cai
C. A. I.: in Colombia, acronym of command immediate attention. It is a small substation of police which is usually located
in a park or a square, equipped with communications equipment, motorcycles and patrols, which can hold two or three
official ( capes or patrol ) ready to immediately meet any call of the community, in cases of thefts, robberies, fights, etc.

caido del zarzo
In the language colloquial, a person fall of the Wattle is that person naive, unsuspecting, that not have malice.

caido del zarzo
In colloquial language, a person fall Wattle is naive, unsuspecting, person who has no malice.

caifás
Yosef Bar Kayafa, better known as Caiaphas, was a Jewish high priest, of the group of seducers.  He was one of the
leaders of the conspiracy that achieved the condemnation, crucifixion and death of Jesus of Nazareth. 

caíto
Caíto, was the nickname or stage name which was known Carlos Manuel Díaz Alonso, who did part of the Sonora
Matancera in Cuba by Rogelio Martinez, Celia Cruz, Celio González, among many others.

caja de cambio
A exchange box, also called exchange house is a commercial premises that provides the service of checking exchange
and exchange and purchase and sale of currencies.

caja de dientes
Box of teeth: common name given to the denture.

caja fuerte
A safe, also called a safe is a very sturdy box that is equipped with a key opening and closing system and is used to
safely store money, valuable items and securities.

caja menor
The petty cash, is a fund created in the enterprises to handle small amounts of money ( disbursements or expenses
small, small shopping, etc.  )

caja negra



It is a device carried by aircraft, which serves to record the conversations of the crew and communication with the
control tower.  The black box is very useful in determining the causes of a plane crash. 

caja torácica
The rib cage, also called thoracic cavity is the body cavity enclosed by the ribs, spine and sternum, and in which are
housed the heart, lungs and other organs.

caja vallenata
Vallenato folklore, the box is a small conical drum that fits on the legs of his interpreter, called cashier for execution.

cajera
Specifically, a cashier is a woman who is in charge of the cashier in a commercial establishment.   When it is a man who
attends the cashier, he is called a cashier. 

cajero
Cashier cashier ) and ( : Person who plays in a group of vallenata music box.

cajicá
Cajicá , is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the department of Cundinamarca, 17 kilometers from the
capital Bogotá. 

cajuela
Trunk: f. on a bicycle, each of the two parts in the form of ring that adjust the central axis, which together with the star, '
arms ' the pedals and chain, exert traction.

calabacitas
Calabacitas Tiernas was the name of a Mexican film, directed by Gilberto Martinez Solars, and starring Germán Valdés
"Tin Tan" and Rosita Quintana. 

calabazo
Coconut oil: m. resembling a small calambuco container, which is made with a totumo and used on the coast Caribbean
Colombia as a vessel to prepare homemade serum.

calamitoso
Calamitous : ( adj .  ) That causes, encloses or implies calamity. 

calar
Jigsaw: vb. Not be pleasant or waking up feeling of rejection a person: this boy not calo it me, it is unfriendly and rude.

calculator
Calculator , is an English word that in Spanish translates : calculator .  A calculator is an electronic machine capable of
performing arithmetic calculations. 



caldear
Heat: vb. Infuriated, alter, exalt: during the discussion the mood is warmed to such an extent that it was necessary to
have the intervention of the police.

calderazo
Calderazo: ( m.  ). Hit with a cauldron.

calderetas
Stews: ( Plural of stew ). A stew is a medium pot.

calderón
Calderon: m.  Boiler or large pot.

caldito
Diminutive of broth . 

caldo de cultivo
In microbiology, a hotbed is a liquid medium that favours the proliferation or multiplication of all type of microorganism (
bacteria, fungi, parasites, ) The main objective of cultivation is the study of these microorganisms, in particular that
cause diseases in humans.

calentura
Fever.

calentura de pollo
Feigned illness to miss work or school.

cali ají
It is the name of a song of the genre "salsa", performed by the group Niche de Cali, Colombia.

calidoso
Calidoso: (and warm-hearted) person of remarkable quality, good vibes, good people, which stands out for its qualities
and virtues.  The anonymous friend who sent the above definition should tell you that calidoso is properly written, that
ignorant is not its synonym and informed not is its opposite.

calilla
Calilla: annoyance, nuisance, disapproved.

calilloso
Calilloso: ( adj.  ) Fastidious, impertinent.

calina
Haze: f. atmospheric accident that clouded the air; It usually occurs because of fumes from the water.



call center
A center of calls ( in English call centre ) It is in a company the area where a group of agents, advisers or specially
trained executives make and answer calls from customers, partners, suppliers and other persons. Synonym: contact
center.

call girl
It is an English expression that in Spanish literally translates : call girl.  A call girl, also known as lady-in-waiting, paid
escort or companion girl is a sex worker who can be contacted or summoned by phone.

calle ancha
Broad Street: Name with which became known to the most important avenue of Barraquilla, Colombia in the early 19th
century, which then was called Ridge Abello, later, in 1930 Paseo Colon and that nowadays is called Paseo de Bolivar.
Around that street just emerged and began to expand the big city: Barraquilla.

calle ancha
Broad Street: Name with which became known to the most important avenue in Barranquilla, Colombia in the early 19th
century, which then was called Ridge Abello, later in 1930 Paseo Colón and which today is known as Paseo de Bolivar.
Precisely emerged around that street, and began to expand the big city: Barranquila.

calle ancha en barranquilla
Broad Street: Name with which became known to the most important avenue in Barranquilla, Colombia in the early 19th
century, which then he was called Ridge Abello, later, in 1930, Paseo Colón and which today is called Paseo de Bolivar.
Around that Avenue, precisely emerged and began to expand the big city: Barranquilla.

calle de los penitentes
Penitents street or street of the Flagellants, is the street that good Friday cross the Flagellants in the municipality of
Santo Tomás, Atlántico, Colombia. This street, whose original name is street of the swamp, is a street uncovered, on the
periphery of the mentioned municipality.

calle del cartucho
"El Cartucho" is the name given to a street in the city of Bogotá, Colombia.  It is located in the Santa Inés neighborhood,
and it is roamed by homeless people, street dwellers, waste pickers, etc. 

calletano
Calletano: ( or best Cayetano ) It is a rare male name; I heard it in the State of Zulia in Venezuela, once I visited that
country.

calne
Calne: It forms the word flesh of Puerto Ricans.

caloteño
Caloteno, na: ( adj.  ) Person born in the municipality of Caloto, in Colombia.

caloto
Caloto: Municipality of Cauca Department in Colombia, whose full name is new Segovia of San Esteban of Caloto. It has



a population of approximately 40,000 inhabitants.

calzadilla
Calzadilla is a surname of unknown origin, however it is believed that he could have come to Spain, and spread from
there to the Americas.

calzado tenis
It is a sports shoe, for men's and women's use, flexible material and rubber sole.

cama marinera
A bunk bed is a set of twins, in which one of them can remain saved under the other, to be removed only when it will be
used.

camagüeyano
Camagüeyano and Camaguey: person born in Camagüey, region and province of Cuba.

camandulero
Camandulero and camandulera: person who is engaged in the purchase and sale of Rosary.

camarazo
Camarazo: (s.  m.  ) Once as a camera.

camará
Camará, is the apocopada form of the word comrade, widely used by Bobby Cruz in his songs, one of them is called,
precisely, BOMBA CAMARÁ , performed with the accompaniment of Ricardo Ray on the piano.

camas separadas
A song of the genus is ranchera performed by Mexican singer Yolanda de el Río.

camauro
Camauro: ( s. m.  )  Red cap that covers the Pope.

camándula
The camandula is a string that is used in the Catholic religion to the celebration of certain liturgical ceremonies.

cambambero
Cambambero and cambambera: in the colloquial language, inclined person to invent or planning all kinds of activities,
sometimes without measuring the consequences which would result in his attitude.

cambiasso
Matías Esteban Cambiasso, is an ex-Argentine footballer that plays as a midfielder and sometimes as a central
defender.  He is currently Assistant coach and technician.



cambiazo
A " cambiazo " It is a quick maneuver ( what is known as sleight of hand ) making a scammer to change, for example, a
ticket good for one false or to alter a quantity and thus mislead a person.

cambio
Transfer from one speed to another making an automotive driver, by pressing the lever or bar that is attached to the
gear box.

cambio físico
Physical change to the change in the physical properties of a material, which happens without altering its chemical
composition is called.

cambio y fuera
It is a farewell talk with which a communication by radio phone, walkie-talkie and other means of intercom is terminated.

cambista
A person who manages an office where some operations are performed as currency exchange.

camboyano
Cambodian, na: adj.   ( m. and f.  ) Person born in Cambodia, country of Indochina.

camellador
Camellador, ra: - colloquial - entrepreneur, worker.

camelladora
A camelladora is a hard-working, enterprising, dynamic woman.

camellonera
Camel .     ( adj .  ) In the state of Zulia in Venezuela, woman who walks a mountain range offering sexual services. 

camellón
In Venezuela they call camellón to a wide road and of great extension in rural areas. 

camenicha
Navigating the dictionary I found the word " 34-mismamente; which is submitted by Camenicha; the following curious
assails me: Camenicha is a feminine name, a pseudonym, or a nickname? Camenicha, please you meet the
interrrogante.

camila
Camila is the name of a Mexican musical group that eventually played primarily pop-rock and ballads. Interestingly this
group was integrated only by men.

caminando



Walking, is the title of a song performed by Rubén Blades, and says more or less like this: " walking you learn in life,
walking will know what, walking se cura una herida leaving yesterday...  "

caminito
Caminito : Diminutive of road. 

camino hacia el terror
It must be the name of a horror movie.

caminotear
Caminotear: Slang. Walk from one side to the other.

camionada
Load that fits in a truck. 

camionero
Synonym: Mulero.

camionetada
Camionetada: (s.   (f).  )  .  Load that it fits in a pickup truck.

camisa guayabera
It is a shirt usually white or beige, with four pockets, which can be short or long sleeve used on the outside of the pants.

camisetas mojadas
A wet t-shirt contest is a show of character exhibitionist in which participants, wearing transparent shirts ombligueras
and devoid of bras, are sprayed with abundant water, for which this liquid come into contact with the fabric transparent,
let them see her breasts and nipples of the contestants.

camisola
Camisole: f. kind of shirt or robe made with tissue, usually used by women to sleep.

campanazo
In the colloquial language, a " Bell " It is a warning, a warning.

campanazo de alerta
A Bell of alert is a signal or warning of a danger.

campanero
In criminal slang, and during the Commission of a crime, " 34 ringer; and " campanera " It is in charge of detecting and
notify his accomplices on the existence of a " danger " as the presence of the police, another authority or people.



campechano
Folksy ( na ): person born in the city of Campeche, Mexico.

campechano
Folksy ( na ): person born in Campeche, a small town located in the Department of Atlántico in Colombia, near
Barranquilla.

campeon
Champion is incorrectly written and should be written as " 34 champion; being its meaning: < /br >Champion, na: person
or team who has won a Championship.

campeonísimo
Great champion: Champion, usually used as greeting superlative: " Hello great champion, how will you?  "

campesinado
Peasantry: Group or set of peasants.

campo elías
Campo Elías is a masculine given name of Spanish origin. 

campos
Campos , is a surname of Spanish origin . 

campos
Campos , is a surname of Spanish origin . 

campuzano
Campuzano is a surname of Spanish origin. 

canal digital
A digital channel is a means of transmission by which information-carrying signals travel over the Internet specifically. 
To access a digital channel it is necessary to use a computer, tablet or smartphone. 

canalero
Channel: caretaker (and Canal) person who arrives at a parranda or feast in order to eat and drink to get drunk, without
spending a weight.

canaleta
A gutter is a concrete or PVC conduit, which is used as a dasagüe, usually to conduct rainwater from the roof to the
ground. 

cancaneo
Dogging: stutter, I gagueo, I farfulleo.   "Whenever I ask for an explanation of why they took the money without



authorization, enter you a dogging ".

cancha múltiple
It is a court that is adequate or suitable to practice various sports such as soccer, basketball, volleyball, as well as futsal,
etc.

canchita
It is the diminutive form of court.

candanga
@chavezcandanga was the name given by the late president of Venezuela Hugo Chávez to his account on the social
network Twitter (now X). 

candecente
candecente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "incandescent" being its meaning:<br>Incandescent: adj.  He
is metal that has been heated to get red and bright.  Synonym: scorching

candelazo
Candelazo: m. Flash, muzzle flash.

canear
Canear: In Spain, hitting, spanking.

canedo
Canedo is a surname of Spanish origin. 

canedo
Canedo is a surname of Spanish origin. 

canedo
Canedo is a surname of Spanish origin. 

cangrejera
Heron: ( f.  ) Nest or burrow where the crabs take refuge.

canoero
Canoero and canoera: person who leads a canoe.

canossa
Population of Italy in the province of Reggio Emilia. Its castle was the scene of a famous episode of the struggle of the
Investitures: Enrique IV, Emperor of Germany, after having been excommunicated by Pope Gregorio VII, went to this
city to prostrate themselves at the feet of this to ask for your forgiveness.



cantaautor
Singer-songwriter (and better, singer-author, is a musician who sings and also composes. 

cantada
Action and effect of singing . 

cantadora
A cantadora is a woman running from a region or country folk songs.

cantagallo
Cantagallo is a municipality in Colombia, located to the South of the Department of Bolívar, 680 km from the capital of
the Department, Cartagena. Major economic activadedes today: livestock and agriculture.

cantaletero
Cantaletero (and cantaletera): very person to refrain.

cantar la tabla
Sing the table: ( 41 colloquial expression; Tell all the truth or make observations relevant to a person about some
inappropriate behavior or wrongdoing that has had.

cantar la zona
It is an expression used in underworld Lingo, means: give concrete and accurate information about something.

cantazo
Knockout: m. beat given with a song, a cladode or a whip.

cantimplora
A canteen is a vessel or container that is used to transport water, milk, and other liquids. 

cantinflear
Cantinflear: Do or say antics, very similarly to as toward the Mexican comedian Cantinflas.

cantinflesco
Cantinflesco: ( adj.  ) Humorous, laughable.

cañandonga
It is known as canandonga to the fruit of the tree of the same name, native to Central America, South America and some
coastal areas of the West Indies. The canandonga is used as a treatment for some diseases, and prepared with milk is a
delicious drink. It has a somewhat unpleasant smell.

cañandonga
It is known as canandonda to the fruit of the tree of the same name, originally from Central America, South America and
some coastal areas of the West Indies. The canandonga is used as a treatment for some diseases, and prepared with



milk is a delicious drink. It has a somewhat unpleasant smell.

cañonazo
Cannon shot.    ( masculine noun ) 1- Shot made with a cannon .   2- Noise produced by the firing of a cannon.  3- Blow
given with a cannon. 

cañonero
Gunboat: (adj.  ) 1 - warship equipped with one or more guns.   2. soldier charged with firing a gun.   3 soccer player that
is characterized by a powerful punch with one or both legs.

capa de ozono
The ozone layer is the part of the atmosphere of the Earth that protects us from ultraviolet radiation of the Sun.

capacitor
Capacitor .    ( masculine noun )     An electrical device that is capable of storing energy through electric fields (positive
and negative). 

caparroso
Caparroso is a surname of Spanish origin.  It can be found in some regions of Central and South America.

capital liquido
liquid capital is incorrectly written and it should be written as "liquid capital" being its meaning:<br>In economics, the
liquid capital is capital that is physically available, in cash, which may be deposited in a savings account or current.

capitalino
Capital (and capital) 1- Relative or belonging to the capital of a country. 

capitana
Captain : 1- Woman of the Corps of Officers of the armies of Earth and Air, who has category immediately higher than
that of Lieutenant.   2- Woman who has command of a ship.   3- Woman leading a troop.   4- Woman head of a team,
whether sports or any other order.

capotero
Capotero ( ra ) 1- Person who makes hoods.    2- Person who sells hoods.    3- Bullfighter who uses a cape. 

capriche
capriche is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fad" being its meaning:<br>Whim: m. craving, desire impulsive
and something which is considered essential, but which may not be so vehement.

captura de pantalla
A screenshot is an image taken by the smart phone to capture everything that is on the screen; the captured image is
automatically saved in Gallery or file of the smartphone.



capuchino
Cappuccino : 1- Spanish form of the Italian word cappuccino .   2- Name given to a latte drink, which is characterized by
being creamier than the regular latte drink. 

cara a cara
In the presence of someone, in front of someone.

cara de palo
A person that has scowling, that smile, that in the aspect of his face evident bitterness.

cara de piedra
Person who has the face of few friends, who does not smile, who in the appearance of his face shows bitterness. 

cara dura
Face hard, you can also write cheeky: daring, bold, sassy person.

caracazo
Referred to as " 34 caracazo; a popular revolt that took place between February 27 and March 8, 1989 in some cities in
Venezuela, mainly in Caracas, the capital.

carachas
Carachas, is a word denoting surprise or admiration, widely used in Bogotá and other regions in the interior of Colombia:
" Wing, carachas, as you are Flaco ".

caracho
Alvaro " The Caracho " Dominguez is a Colombian footballer who plays as a midfielder. He has played in Deportivo Cali
and Atlético Junior of Barranquilla, among other teams.

caracho
Caracho: interjection that means: Carajo, wow.

caracol
The 40 Colombian radio network; Snail ) It is a string of Radio and Television of Colombia for the world. In the beginning
was only a Radio network that covered all Colombia, and therefore all its stations in the country could be chained by
frequency-modulated ( F.M.  ) for example, in the news space, after which the stations in every town had its local
programming. Today, CARACOL is Radio and Television, two media, the integration of its stations for the first, and for
the transmission of the signal the second, do it via satellite.

caradura
Cheeky: ( m. and f.  ) Person plenty of cynicism and lack of shame.

carajo
The word carajo becomes part of certain expressions as " I care a damn 34, which means " I don't mind " or " I care a
cumin ". Also commonly used in interrogative sentences: " who the hell you think you are?  ".



caramba
Golly! , is an interjection that is used to express amazement, strangeness, surprise, admiration, or anger. 

carambolazo
In the game of billiards, a carambolazo is a spectacular play of carambola. 

caramelado
caramelado is incorrectly written and it should be written as "sweet" as its meaning:<br>Sugary, syrupy, cloying.

caramelito
A caramel is a small candy. 

caraotas
In Venezuela it is known as beans to black or white beads which are a kind of beans, of larger than normal bean. In
Chile they are known as beans and in Colombia as Zaragoza. 34 song; the blonde and the brunette " the Venezuelan
singer Cheo García says: "... because having rice with chicken no hay quien eat beans...  "

caray
Hell! , is an interjection that denotes strangeness, surprise, admiration, or disgust. 

carayá
Caraya: m. name of two species of American monkeys, long-tailed and fur thick.

carazo
Carazo: Department of Nicaragua, between Lake Nicaragua and the Pacific. 950 km2; 86.000 inhabitants approx.
capital:Jinotepe.

carbonear
Carbonear: Colloquial term meaning: sow discord, inciting.

carbó
Carbó is a surname of Spanish origin. 

carburador
Carburetor: m.   (MEC.  ) Part of spark-ignition occurs where the carburation.

carcinoma
Carcinoma: m.   (Med.  ) Malignant or cancerous tumor that forms in the tissue lining various organs or glands of the
body such as the uterus, prostate, breast, and stomach, among others.

cardiotorácico
Cardiothoracic, ca: the heart and chest, or related to them.



cargadera
Straps: f. each of two elastic strips going across the shoulders fastened the BRA. Synonyms: full, strap, charger.

cargaderas
The straps, also known as boots, suspenders and tirantas are the two strips, usually elastic, serving through the
shoulders to hold the BRA.

cargadores, cargador
Boots: m.   (Plural )  They are the two elastic strips which passing through the shoulders of the woman, hold and fit the
BRA. Synonyms: tirantas, straps, suspenders.  2 Set of two strips from the shoulders holding a garment like the pants:
"My grandfather does not use belt, he prefers living 34 colors boots;.  3. Charger: m. device to connect to an outlet
provides power to the battery of a mobile phone, laptop, P.D.A.

caribú
Caribou.    1- Wild reindeer of Canada.   2- It was the name of a Colombian company that was dedicated to the
manufacture of jeans and other clothing. 

caricaturista
Cartoonist: ( adj.   ) A person who engages in a professional manner to draw caricatures.

caricia bucogenital
Caress bucogenital or oral sex is a sexual practice in which the lips and tongue are applied soft and sensually on the
genitals of the person loved or desired.

carimañola
In the Colombian Caribbean coast words " carimañola "  and " waterbottle " they are used as synonym of " 34
caribanola;. It is believed that this situation arises because of confusion by having these three words a writing and a
pronunciation similar.

carita
Diminutive of face.

carita feliz
It is a small drawing of a smiley face, which has been used as stickers, t-shirts, Internet, magazines, friendship cards
and much more.

carito
Carito: Diminutive of Caro, which in turn is the loving treatment for female names Carolina and Carola.

carlitos
Carlitos: Form loving call or refer to Carlos.

carlos tercero
Charles III, is the heir of Queen Elizabeth II, and therefore will be the new king of England, after the death of the latter. 



carmelitas
Carmelites are religious who belong to some of the orders that follow the rules of Carmen or Our Lady of Mount Carmel.

carmero
Carmero and carmera: person born in the municipality of El Carmen de Bolívar, in Colombia.

carminha
Carminha: Feminine proper name of Portuguese origin, which in Spanish is equivalent to Carmina, which in turn is
derived from Carmen, and whose variants are: Carmenza, Carmina, Carmelina.

carmiña
Carmina: Name own feminine that it could have derived from Carmen or Carmenza.

carmín
Red pigment extracted from an insect called cochineal.

carmocha
Loving treatment for female name Carmen.

carnaval
Carnival: ( 41 male suntantivo; 1. a popular festival which takes place during the three days preceding Ash Wednesday.
He is traditionally celebrated with masks, costumes, dances, parades, etc. 2 - period covered the three days prior to Ash
Wednesday, day in which begins lent in the liturgical calendar of the Catholic Church.

carnaval
Carnival: ( 41 masculine noun; 1. a popular festival which takes place during the three days preceding Ash Wednesday.
He is traditionally celebrated with masks, costumes, dances, parades, cumbiambas, etc. 2 - period covered the three
days prior to Ash Wednesday, day in which begins lent in the liturgical calendar of the Catholic Church.

carnavalear
Carnavalear: Leaving party in the days of Carnival.

carnavalero
Carnival: Carnival or relative to this party. Example: Paint Carnival.

carnavales
In fact the word "Carnival" (in plural) should not exist, but many people use it wrongly.  Carnival is one, so it is barbarism
"Carnival", "Carnival" is the correct.

carnavalisto
Carnavalisto, term used in Barranquilla, Colombia, means: ready for Carnival.

carnavalito



Carnavalito : 1- Diminutive of carnival.    2- It is a parade of the carnival of Barranquilla, in which boys and girls
participate wearing outfits of that party. 

carne cruda
Raw meat: Meat without any preparation or cooking.

carne de cañón
Canon of meat: 1 - an expression that applies to the person or group of persons that is normally found in a State of
vulnerability and that are also exposed without regard to suffer any harm, even death. 2. ( Mil. ) State in which a troop or
military unit is exposed to an attack, without the adequate conditions to repel such an attack.

carne de cochino
It is the name given in the colloquial language to pork, which is also known as pork, marrano meat, pig meat and pig
meat, among other names. 

carne desmechada
Shredded meat: In some countries of South America, portion of meat after cooked crumbles or fray strands, then Sauté
with onion, tomato, garlic, etc.: "Today, at the dinner we will eat shredded meat and rice ".

carne salada
Salted meat: ( in some regions say " meat room "  )  Meat that has been subjected to a process of adding salt to their
conservation.

carne salpresa
Meat that has been salted for preservation.

carnecita
Carnecita : Diminutive of meat. 

carnero es cordero?
He is called the RAM lamb when it is small, and borrego is called when it is two years old.

carnestoléndico
Relative or related to carnival.

carnet
Card or meat: m.   (French word ) Personal and non-transferable document indicating the identity of the person, as well
as its affiliation to an association. A licence is also used to identify a person who works in a company and the Faculty for
the exercise of a particular activity.

carnita
Carnita, is a diminutive of meat, very used in the paisa region of Colombia.  In other regions "carnecita" is used. 



carnival
Carnival is an English word that translates in Spanish : carnival.

carolay
Carolay: Name own feminine that is could have derived from the proper name of Spanish origin Carolina, or the name of
English origin Caroline.

carolina
Carolina is a feminine name. Although many people believe that this name is of Germanic origin, it seems that in reality
it is of Spanish origin. Its variant in English is Caroline.

caroline
Caroline: ( pronounced more or less Carolain ) It is the English form of the female name of Spanish origin Carolina.

carquexia
Carquexia: f. Mata Woody legume, similar to the broom. It has medicinal properties.

carrandanga
Large number of objects, things, people or animals. Example: " In the corner there is a carrandanga of dogs ".

carranga
The carranga is a genre of folk music which has its origin in the Department of Boyaca, Colombia.

carranguero
Is and carranguera: musician or singer who plays the carranga.

carraspelar
Carraspelar: v. Peel surface. Scrape, bruise: the child fell and is carraspelo nose.

carreras
Racing is a surname which, like race, is of Spanish origin.

carreta
In the colloquial language a " cart " It is a lie.

carretazo
I'm a wagon.      ( s .   M.  ) 1- Hit given with a wagon.    2- Hit that gives a wagon when colliding with something. 

carretera y manta
This expression is used in Spain to refer to the fact of a journey.

carretero



Carter, ra: 1 - person who leads or pushes a cart or wheelbarrow. 2. a person who leads a Carro-mula or animal-drawn
cart.

carretillero
In the colloquial language is told " wheelbarrow " or " carretillera " the deceitful person.

carretillero
Wheelbarrow, ra: person who pushes a wheelbarrow filled with products for sale. In Barranquilla, Colombia, in the
central area, these people usually placed trolleys in public space to dispense their products, so the authorities made
constant operating out of these spaces, since they hinder the mobility of vehicles and pedestrians.

carreto
A carreto, also called reel, is a cylinder of wood, metal or other material, usually hollow, serving to wind in the wires,
cables, ropes, etc.

carricochero
Carricochero ( and carricochera ) .   A person who drives a stroller, also called a pedicab. 

carriel
Carriel: ( s.m.  ) Type of bag or leather, often used by men in the Colombia paisa region.

carriel
Carriel: ( s.m.  ) Type of bag or leather, often used by men in the Colombia paisa region.

carrilera
Lane, also known as music guascarrilera music is a type of music originating in the departments of Antioquia, Caldas
and Risaralda in Colombia.  It is believed that their creators were inspired by the rancheras, corridos and huapangos
Mexican; and corridors and Peruvian and Ecuadorian boleros.

carrito chocón
The bumper cars are a few carts arranged in a special in a classroom of mechanical attractions track so children and
adults to climb on them, and to activate the electric mechanism that feeds them, begin to move and spin out of control
and hit between them, without risk to the crew.

carrito loco
A " 34 crazy cart;  It is a cart chocon.

carro-mula
In colombia, a carro-mula, also called mule or Fox truck is a vehicle consisting of a cart and two wheels, which is pulled
or drawn by a mule, a horse or a donkey.

carroloco
A carroloco is a cart Chocón arranged in a special in a classroom of mechanical attractions track so children and adults
to climb on it, and to activate the electric mechanism that feeds it begins to spin out of control and collide with the other



bumper arranged in this track.

carromulero
Carromulero, ra: person driving an animal-drawn vehicle. The name " carromulero " It arises because a start these
vehicles were pulled or drawn by mules and mules. Horses and donkeys are currently also used.

carros chocones
Bumper, also called crazy carts or cars, trucks are a few carts in a special in a classroom of mechanical attractions
track. On a cart Chocón children and adults may be uploaded, and when activated an electric mechanism that feeds
them begin to turn and crashing among them. To avoid these carts are protected by a band of rubber or foam.

carrotanque
A tank car is a vehicle that is used to transport liquids, especially water, milk, etc. 

carrying food
Carrying Food: English voice. In Spanish: food portal.

cartagena
Cartagena, also known as Cartagena de Indias, is a city in Colombia, located in bolivar department.  It has a population
of approximately 1 . 000 . 000 inhabitants. 

cartagueño
Cartagueño ( ña ), is the gentile of people born in the municipality of Carthage, in the department of Valle del Cauca in
Colombia.

carter
Carter is a surname of English origin.  It may have been adapted into Spanish as a crankcase. 

carterazo
Carterazo : ( male noun ) Hit given with a wallet .

carterista
Pickpocket: A person that he dedicates itself to steal wallets of Pocket taking advantage of a crowd.

cartonero
Cartonero (and cardboard) 1- Person who makes or sells cartons or products made with cardboard.    2- Person who is
dedicated to collecting or recycling cardboard .

cartón de bachiller
It was the colloquial name given to the document which credited the successful completion of the basic school, also
known as high school.

cartuchera



A Holster is a pouch or bag leather in which the boy or the girl keeps the pencil, Eraser, the tajalapiz, the rule, colors and
other tools, to take them to school.

caruso
Antonio Caruso: Ex-Argentine footballer who played as a goalkeeper. Made part of the payroll of the team sports
independent Medellin ( D.I.M.  )  from the year 1975 in which also acted Nestor Jose Pekerman.

carvajalino
Carvajalino is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is believed to have originated from another surname of Spanish origin:
Carvajal. 

casa cural
It is the house occupied by the cure. This House is usually owned by the Church and is located just beside the Church.

casa de cambio
An exchange house is a commercial establishment that provides the service of cashing checks and exchange and
purchase and sale of currencies. 

casa de citas
House in which rooms are rented for hours to have sex.

casa de empeño
A pawn shop is a commercial establishment where loans are granted and also jewelry and all kinds of appliances are
bought and sold, usually second or used.

casa de parto
Until a few years ago, a birthing house was a house conditioned as a maternity ward; there many women gave birth to
their babies, assisted by another woman who usually owned the house and who was known as a midwife or midwife. 

casa disquera
A home label, also known as a company record, or simply "record company" is a company that dedicates itself to make
recordings of music, as well as all related to marketing and distribution.  Earlier, in what could be called the golden age
of the disk, these recordings were made in vinyl or ecetato discs and cassettes; with the evolution of technology and the
emergence and rise of the Internet, computing and digital media, many of these companies have disappeared, and that
still work to make recordings on CDs. and DVDs.

casabe
Cassava or cassava is a bun made with cassava flour and other ingredients.

casadilla
casadilla is incorrectly written, and should be written as "quesadilla" being its meaning:<br>Quesadilla: ( f.  ) Corn
muffin, stuffed with cheese and sugar, which can be fried in oil or baking.

casado pero no capado



It was a phrase saying the Grandmothers of yesteryear to a man ( son, grandson or friend ) when this married still had
another woman who flirtait him: "Later mijito, that you are married but not gelding!  ".

casbah
Casbah: f. ( 41 Arab voice;  Neighborhood Muslim of certain cities, especially norte-africanas. Synonyms: Kasbah,
Alcazaba.

cascar
Crack: vb. 1 breaking a brittle thing: "My sister hulled four eggs to prepare the dough the ". 2 ( colloquial ) Hit, hit.

cascarazo
Cascarazo: m. blow given to someone: " The drunkard was bothering the bartender and you gave a cascarazo ".

cascarrabia
cascarrabia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "grumpy" being its meaning:<br>Grumpy: ( m. and f.  )
Person who is irritated or angry easily.

cascos
Helmets: Helmet Plural.  1 Cap of metal or plastic that covers and protects the head. 2 Nail or hoof of some four-legged
animals like ass and horse.

caserón
A mansion is a house big.

casetera
Cassette: f. compartment of a boom which inserts the cassette for recording or playback.

casetero
Cassette holder, ( ra ) Person who administers a booth.

casé
Casé, caset and cassette, are the castilian forms of the French word cassette.  A caset is a box of plastic material,
inside which is a magnetic tape that allows you to record and reproduce sounds.  With the evolution of technology and
the emergence of the Internet, the caset has been virtually deprecated. 

cash money
Cash Money: English expression meaning in Spanish: cash.

casio
Casio : 1- It is the name of a Japanese company mainly dedicated to the manufacture of computers and calculators.   2-
German doctor and alchemist (From A .  Cassius ) ; he discovered the gold rush that bears his name.

casiopea



Cassiopeia: f. (ASTRON.  ) 1. very remarkable boreal constellation of not many extension, which is approximately from
the Polo what Ursa Major by the opposite side. 2. ( MIT.  ) Legendary Queen of Ethiopia, wife of Cepheus, and mother
of Andromeda.

casita
Diminutive of house . 

casita de paja
A House of straw is a house built with walls of mud or bonida of cow and roof of Palm. Although these constructions are
primitive, in many populations of Colombia still is found.

casita de paja
" The House of straw " It was the name of an estadero which was located in the Rebolo neighborhood in the city of
Barraquila, Colombia. It was so called because it was precisely a Palm House with walls made of cow dung.

casona
A House is a big house.

cassette
Cassette: Word of French origin, adapted to the Spanish as " caset ". A cassette is a box of plastic material inside which
is a magnetic tape for recording and subsequent playback of the recorded sounds.

castellanizar
Cro-Magnon: vb. Take a word in any other language and adapt it to the Spanish. Examples: The word " manager " in
English, was adapted to the Spanish as " 34 manager; and the word " impasse " from the French, has been adapted to
the Spanish as " 34 deadlock;

castidad
Chastity: f. resignation or restraint in sexual pleasure: members of some religious congregations take vows of chastity.

castillo de la mota
Castle of Spain, in Medina del Campo, Valladolid Province, where he died the Queen Isabel the Catholic.

casting
Casting: Word that comes from the English " 34 cast;   ( cast/cast ). In theatre, film, television, radio, etc., refers to the
process of selection of actors, actresses, presenters or models to take part in a play, a soap opera, a television show, a
program of radio, etc.

castrista
Castro: 1 - relative to the Castro. 2 supporter of Castro philosophy ( 41 Cuba;.

casucha
Shack: f. hut, strange, small, ramshackle house.



catabre
Catabre: ( s.m.  ) Vessel made usually of Wicker that is used for transport, grains, fruits, etc.

catacumbas
Catacombs: ( Pl. f.  ) Set of underground galleries which, during primeval times were buried the dead, especially in
ancient Rome.

catajárria
In some departments of the Colombian Caribbean Coast, a catajárria is a pile or set of people, things or animals usually
gathered in a disorderly way. 

catalina de aragón
Queen of England ( 15th century ). Youngest daughter of the Catholic monarchs and wife of Enrique VIII of England,
who, in seeking to divorce her, gave rise to the English schism.

catalizador
Catalyst: Chemistry, body capable of producing the catalytic transformation. They can be positive or negative,
depending on the action that made ( speed up or slow down the speed of the reaction ).

catalítico
Catalytic, ca: adj.   (Quim.  )  Relative to catalysis. Example: Agent catalytic, catalytic transformation.

catamarca
Catamarca: Province of Argentina, in the Andean region, soil arid and broken, dominated by the Andean mountains of
Quilmes, Chachi, Bethlehem, Aconquija and others. Its rivers are scarce and the climate is cold and dry.

catapila
Specifically, a catapila is a bulldozer, usually yellow, equipped with a blade of large size in their front, which serves to
remove sand, stones and rubble.  Some are mounted on wheels; others, those of greater strength, are mounted on
chains.  The technical name of are machines could be tractor.  The name "catapila" may have originated in the fact of
the brand, which is Caterpillar.

cataplum!
Onomatopoeia of the sound of a fall.

cataplúm
Cataplum: Onomatopoeia from the sound that occurs when something big and heavy falls from a small, medium, or
high.

catarí
Qatari, is the demonym of people born in Qatar, a country in Asia. 

catálisis
Catalysis: (Quim ).  Action that certain bodies on certain chemical reactions, speeding them up or slowing them, keeping



them unchanged in the process. These bodies are called catalysts.

catequista
Catechist: ( m. and f.  )  A person who teaches the catechesis. It is the person who teaches the principles and dogmas
of the Catholic religion.

catequizar
Catechize : ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Teach or instruct the doctrine of the Catholic faith.   2- Try to persuade someone to do or
consent to something.   3- Indoctrinate. 

cateterismo
Catheterization: ( Med.  ) Surgical procedure that consists in introducing a catheter through a duct or cavity, therapeutic
or exploratory purposes or to identify and correct an injury.

catira
In Venezuela, a catira is a woman that has the hair blonde.

cautelosamente
Cautiously : ( adv .  ) Cautiously, with stealth, with caution.

caution
Caution: English word which in Spanish means: caution, caution, caution.

cava
Cava: f. underground place where is saved the wine, liquor, beer and other supplies.

cavador
An instrument consisting of a wooden handle and a palette of iron, which is used to dig holes. Synonym: Barreton.

cavernícola
In ancient times, cavemen were the people who lived in the caves.

caviar
Caviar: m. delicacy that is prepared with sturgeon ROE, fresh and seasoned with salt and other ingredients. This dish of
Russian origin.

cayetano
Cayetano is an uncommon male name. I listened to it in the State of Zulia in Venezuela, once I walk in that country.

cayito
" Cayito " it is the name that is known vallenato singer Carlos Iván Dangond, brother of Silvestre Dangond, who became
famous for having stated in one of his songs, the English he speaks is an English urumitero.



caza-torpedero
Destroyer: m.  Warship to the persecution of the torpedo enemies.

cazafantasmas
Ghostbusters : 1- Person studying or researching matters and manifestations related to ghosts .    2- Film recorded in
1984 .

cazaofertas
Offer Hunter: Person who is always attentive to the offers and promotions offered by commercial establishments. 

cazarrecompensas
Bounty Hunter : ( adj .  ) Person who seeks or pursues anyone for whom a reward is offered.

cámara escondida
In the programs of jokes and some comedy shows used hidden cameras to record scenes in which are you " teases "
persons. They may be bystanders unawares, drivers of vehicles, motorcyclists, vendors, etc.

cámara oculta
Spy hidden camera, also called camera, a video camera that is usually camouflaged in the form of another object to film
people without their knowledge.

cántara
A Chamber, also known as pitcher and sometimes cantina, is a metal vessel of medium size, cylindric form, complete
with lid and handles, used for storing or transporting newly ranked milk.

cárter
Carter: m.   (MEC.  ) Piece that serves as support to the cylinders and supports other organs of an internal explosion
engine. There is a upper casing, sometimes forming body with cylinders, and a lower casing, which serves as the oil
tank which has to act as engine lubricant.

cáspita
Cáspita!: interjection denoting surprise or admiration. Synonym: recorcholis.

cátodo
In its most general sense, the cathode is the negative pole of a circuit, battery, battery, etc.

cc
In Colombia, CC ( C . C .  ) is the abbreviation of citizenship card, which corresponds to identity card or identity
document. 

cd inglés-español
In English: Compact Disc and CD ( ci di ). In Spanish: compact disc and CD ( 41 ce. With previous acetate or vinyl discs
did something similar: in English they were called Long Play and L. P. In Spanish: album of long duration and l. D.



cd_rom
CD-ROM: m. abbreviation of the words in English Compact Disc-Read Only Memory. It is a compact disc of great
memory to store text, images and sound, and which only allows reading.

cd~rom
CD-ROM: m. abbreviation of the words in English Compact Disc-Read Only Memory. Compact disc of great memory to
store text, images and sound, and that allows only reading.

cebú
The zebu bull is a ruminant mammal that is characterized by having an adipose giba on the back.  It is a tame bull unlike
the bovid miura which is brave and aggressive. 

cecear
Lisp.    ( v .   Tr.  ) 1- Pronounce the ese (s) as some Spaniards pronounce the ce (c) and the zeta (z).    2- Call
someone exclaiming ce, ce.  

cedilla
Cedilla: f. Letter composed by a c and a small eat under ( c ) In French it is common to use the cedilla, as in the word "
ca " " which means that ".

cee
EU: European Economic Community acronym.

cegesimal
Centimetre–gram–second: adj. said it system which is fundamental units the centimeter, Gram and second. It owes its name to the acronym C.G.S., obtained with the of each of the basic units of the system.

ceguedad
Blindness: f. disease characterized because the patient, although he sees, does not recognize persons or things.

cel
Cel.  : Abbreviation of cell.

celebridades
Celebrities: Famous people famous.

celebrity
1- Celebrity , is a word enters that in Spanish translates : celebrity .    2- Celebrity, is a car manufactured by the
automotive company Chevrolet.  It was released in 1980. 

cell phone
English expression which in Spanish translates: cell phone.

celu



Cellulose is the apocope of cell phone, used currently.

celulitis
Cellulite: f. small inflammation of cellular tissue that is located under the skin, especially in the thighs, buttocks and
abdomen. This condition is especially present in women.

celulitis
Cellulite: f. small inflammation of cellular tissue that is located under the skin, especially in the thighs, buttocks and
abdomen. This condition is especially present in women.

celumóvil
Celumóvil, was the first cell phone operator in Colombia, which was later called Bellsouth, and which is now called
Movistar. 

celuparte
A celuparte is a part or replacement for phone cell.

cenar temprano
Take the last meal of the day before four in the afternoon. 2 ( colloquial ) Do something ahead of time.

cenizo
Jorge Amado "El Cenizo" Nunes ( is a Paraguayan retired footballer who played as a midfielder.  He worked as a
midfielder.  He worked for the Deportivo Cali team of Colombia.

centavitos
Pennies: Plural of Penny, which in turn is the diminutive form of penny.   When someone speaks of pennies, he is
alluding to money.  In Venezuela say coppers or bowling.

centavos
Colombia, in the colloquial language, when talking about cents is being done in reference to money. Example: " I'll get a
few pennies for the 34 business;. In Venezuela: The Loaches or coppers. Example: " I cannot travel because I had no
coppers ". In Mexico: The wool.

centellazo
A centellazo is a ray of medium intensity, arising unexpectedly

centro médico
A medical center is a center of assistance and medical care where attends to patients or people that that have suffered
an accident, to provide diagnosis and treatment they need. To appoint medical center, in Mexico is most often used the
word sanatorium. In English: medical center.

centro-atacante
In football, the centre-forward, also known as centre-forward, is the player who in the line of attack is located in the
Center; It is usually marked with no. 9 and has the primary mission of scoring goals. To do this, the centroatacante



should be a good team, a special head and must have the quality of hitting the ball with both legs.

centro-atacante
In football, the centre-forward, also known as centre-forward, is the player who in the line of attack is located in the
Center; It is usually marked with no. 9 and has the primary mission of scoring goals. To do this, the centroatacante
should be a good team, a special head and must have the quality of hitting the ball with both legs.

centroamericano
Central American ( na ) .   1- Native of Central America.    2- Pertaining to or relating to Central America. 

centroderechista
1- Person who is a supporter of the center-right .   2- Person who is part of a centre-right political party.

cerezo
Cherry: 1- Fruit tree that produces the cherry.   2- Toninho Cerezo, is a former Brazilian footballer who served as a
midfielder.  He played for Club Atlético Mineiro, among other teams. 

cernidor
Sieve: m. instrument consisting of a ring that holds a wire netting and that serves to separate from a substance the
thickness of the thin: 'My grandmother put a cup of sugar in the sieve and moved it, then sugar fell evenly on cake '.
Synonym: sieve.

cero cero siete
James Bond, also known as Agent Zero Zero Seven (007) is a fictional character who starred in several action films. 
His good performance as a secret agent led him to be appointed as an international spy for the British Secret
Intelligence Service. 

cero estrés
When we say that a person has zero stress you want to imply that it has zero concern, zero anxiety, that their mood is
excellent.

cero kilómetros
A "zero kilometers" car (km0) is that new car that has not circulated on public roads. 

cero nueve
Zero Nine : 1- It is the number that follows in its order to zero eight ( 08 ) and precedes ten ( 10 ) .    2- "Zero Nine",
seems to be the pseudonym used by a reader and commentator of this dictionary.  I found a comment of his in the
expression "suffix mind", in which it is signed like this (Zero Nine). 

cerquitica
Cerquitica: Very close, too close, within walking distance.

cerrar el pico
Colloquial expression that means: shut your mouth, stop talking.



cha-chachachá
Cha-chachacha is incorrectly written and it should be written as "cha-cha-cha" being its meaning:<br>Cha-Cha-Cha:
Original Cuban musical, derived from the mambo rhythm.

chabe
Chabe: I try to be loving that Isabel is given to women's name.

chabela
Chabela: Affectionate treatment for female name Isabela.

chacal
THE JACKAL OF THE TRUMPET, was a character on the Chilean television program SÁBADO GIGANTE, hosted by
Don Francisco.  This character, who hid his face behind a mask, acted accompanied by a trumpet, which he sounded at
the moment of disqualifying a participant from the program. 

chacarazo
Chacarazo: On the coast of Colombia, in popular parlance, hit strong and accurate giving someone: 'Alberto discussed
with Horacio and suddenly you gave a chacarazo in the face.  '

chacarita
Chacarita is the name of a neighborhood in Buenos Aires, capital of the Republic of Argentina. This neighborhood is so
popular that, even, a Buenos Aires football team bears his name: Chacarita Juniors.

chacarita juniors
It is a club of football of the province of Buenos Aires, Argentina, which was founded in may 1906 and currently playing
in the third division of football in that country.

chacero
Chacero: (and chacera) person who is Andreu life selling products in a chaza.

chacharear
Chacharear: vb. Speaking two or more people, usually of things without importance.

chacho
In a cinematograph film or a television series, the pig is the hero.

chacho
In a cinematograph film or a television series, the chacho is the hero.

chago
Chago, affectionate way to call or refer to Santiago.

chalado



Nutcase, da: applies to which is very in love with: 'Rodolfo is nutcase by Andrea, when sees blushes and shakes head
39 feet; 2. It says that is half-crazy: that girl is a little Batty and given to go to the street without shoes.

chalanero
Chalanero and chalanera: person born in the town of Chalan, in the Department of Sucre in Colombia.

chalán
Chalán is a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Sucre, in the region known as " Montes de María ". It
is situated 30 minutes from Sincelejo, the capital of the Department.

challenger
Challenger: ( s.m.  ) It is the name given to a created by the agency space of the United States, NASA space shuttle.

chamaca
1- In colloquial language a chamaca is a girl.   2- Girl who is reaching adolescence.  In Venezuela it is equivalent to
"chama".

chamaco
Chamaco: In Venezuela and elsewhere in South America, chamo, boy.

chamba
Chamba: ( f.   )   In Colombia and elsewhere in South America, work, occupation and employment.

chambaculera
Chambaculera: Born women or inhabitant of the neighborhood chambacu in Cartagena, Colombia.

chambonada
Chambonada : ( s .   f .  ) Action of a chambón . 

champeta
The champeta is a rhythm musical own of the city of Cartagena, Colombia, that is has extended to other regions of the
coast and to the interior of the country. Its origin is in the music African.

champeta dancer
It is a Spanish expression that translates : mushroom dancer.

champetero
Champetero and champetera: ( adjs.  ) Follower person of the champeta.

champetú
Champetu or champetuo: ( adj.  )  Fond of the champeta, music genre originating in Cartagena, Colombia.



champetúo
Mushroom (and champagne) Follower of the champagne, especially of the champagne own from Cartagena, Colombia.

champú
Shampoo, is the Spanishized form of the English word shampoo.  It is a product for hair care and hygiene.

chan chan
Chan Chan: Ancient pre-Inca city of the Peru, located to the North of Trujillo, Department of La Libertad. It was the
capital of the Chimu Kingdom and was then destroyed by Inca losj. The remains of its imposing fortresses, palaces and
temples that still remain, and its ornamental richness, constitute one of major archaeological evidence of pre-Columbian
South America.

chan con chan
The expression " chan with chan " It refers to that negotiation in which the seller delivers the item and the buyer paid
cash and the Act.

chan con chan
With Chan Chan is a colloquial expression that means: cash, cash only.

chancera
Chancera: Woman who is engaged in the sale of chance.

chancero
Chancero and chancera: person who is engaged in the sale of chance. In Colombia, called chance a public random
lottery-like game.

chanchito
Piggy: Diminutive of pig.  A piglet is a piglet.

chancho
Pig, cha: 1 - pork, pork, marrano, pig. 2 very fat person.

chanchullo
Scam: s. m. trap, deception, fraud, compromise and ruse.

chancletazo
Chancletazo: ( m.  ) Hit with a chancleta.

chancletear
Chancletear: ( vb.  )  Stepping on or hit the vehicle accelerator pedal to hasten progress.

chancletear
Chancletear: ( vb.  ) Make noise with flip-flops when walking.



chancletudo
It is a colloquial term which means: big, huge, grandiosisimo.

chancletudo
It is a colloquial term which means: big, huge, grandiosisimo.

chancludo
Chancludo and chancluda: ( in Mexico, ) Poorly dressed, deranged, dirty person.

chandé
Chandé is a musical genre native to the Atlantic Coast in Colombia.  It is a cheerful rhythm, much listened to and
danced mainly in some parties such as the Carnival of Barranquilla. 

chanel
Chanel, better known as "La Bella Chanel" is an influencer born in the Dominican Republic but raised in Puerto Rico,
who has become very famous for uploading videos to Facebook and Youtube in which she is dedicated to giving advice
or tips on different topics, especially related to the couple and love. 

changarro
Changarro: in Mexico, store small and poorly stocked. In Colombia and other countries is equivalent to ventorrillo.

changón
Changon: m. In the language popular firearm manufacturing enchants, shorter one shotgun, with capacity for a single
cartridge. Synonym: poplar.

channel
Channel, is an English word which is translated in Spanish: canal.

chao
Bye: Form castellanizada from the Italian word ciao. Used as greeting of farewell instead of goodbye, goodbye, until
tomorrow, etc.

chaparrito
Chaparrito, ta: ( adj.  ) Chubby person of short stature.

chapetera
Chapetera: In the colloquial language, drunkenness, juma, drunkenness.

chapeto
Chapeto: In the colloquial language in Colombia, reportedly of someone being completely drunk, drunk.

chapotear
Splash: (verb) 1 - make noise with the water in a puddle, a pond, a stream, a beach, etc.  tapping it with your feet and



hands.    2. soak or moisten again and again one thing.

charanguero
Belonging or related to the brass band.

charles
Charles: translation wrong that some people make to the English of the name itself of origin Spanish Carlos. Proper
names have no translation, so things, Carlos Carlos is written and pronounced Carlos in English and Spanish. The same
happens with the name Charles, which precisely could have derived from Carlos.

charly
Charly: Form loving call or refer to Carlos.

charrasqueado
"Charrasqueado", was the nickname with which an imaginary character of the popular song of the ranchero genre,
performed by Antonio Aguilar, was known.  According to the song's account, Juan "Charrasqueado" died from a gunshot
that pierced his heart. 

charrito
A charrito is a child dressed as a Mexican charro.

charro
Charro: m. In Mexico, rider or rider with special suit consisting of jacket with embroidery, tight pants, white shirt and hat
brimmed and high and conical cup.

chat
Chat: Chat word of English origin meaning in Spanish.

chat por whatsapp
It is an expression in espangles which means: talk or conversation through whatsapp, which in English translates to: talk
by whatsapp. It is a messaging service through whatsapp, which includes audio messages, text messages, videos and
photos, some cell phone companies presented by the purchase of another service or recharges cash users; all this in
order to attract customers.

chat request
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: application for chat (chat request)

chatear
Chat: Chat two or more people through the internet ( facebook, skype, messenger ).  2 Chat two people through text
messages through the cell phone network. Synonyms: Mensajear, text.

chatear con pablo
On the website of the EPS Salud Total (www.saludtotal .com.co), "chat with Pablo" is a link that allows users to carry out
procedures such as applications, authorizations for procedures, resolution of concerns, etc.   Basically, "Paul" is a virtual



character. 

chato
Chato and chata: person or animal that has the small, flattened nose.

chava
Girl: adj. female, girl.

chava
Girl: Abbreviation of Chavela, which in turn is the affectionate call or refer to Isabel and Isabella, female names.

chave
Chave: Apocope of Chavela, which in turn is the affectionate name to Isabel and Isabela.

chavela
Chavela: It is affectionate to call Isabella and Elizabeth.

chavista
Chavez: adj. 1 - proponent of the ideology of Hugo Chávez. 2. a supporter of chavism or Bolivarian movement founded
by the ex and former Venezuelan military Hugo Chávez.

che, boludo
1 it is an expression of the Argentinian lunfardo and that means stupid, stupid, stupid.  2 is the name of a restaurant in
the city of Barranquilla, Colombia, specializing in Argentinean cuisine, hence its name.

cheater
Cheater: ( pronounce chiter ) English word which means cheat in Spanish.

checar
Check: v. make sure that is true of what is doubted. Synonyms: Check, check. 2. In a company, record hours of input
and output of an employee, either by a manual or electronic means.

checherete
Checherete: m. old and useless object: 'Tomorrow I'm going to sweep and clean the room, and step I will throw all the
checheretes '.

chechi
Chechi: Affectionate call or refer to Cecilia, feminine name forms.

chef
Chef : ( French word) Professional cook who usually takes up the position of head chef in a restaurant.



chela
In the slang popular in Mexico, he is called " chela " to the beer.  Example: " Ox, inviting me to a few beers ".

chela
Chela: Affectionate treatment for female name Graciela.

chela
In the slang popular in Mexico, he is called " chela " to the beer.  Example: " Ox, inviting me to a few beers ".

chelito
Chelito: Diminutive of Chelo, which in turn is the loving treatment for male name Joselo.

chelín
Shilling, is the name of the monetary unit of Somalia. 

chelo
Cello: It is affectionate to refer or call Joselo.

chelsea
Chelsea: Pronounce Chelsi. 1 40 Football club;Chelsea F.c. ) based in Hammersmith to the West of London, in England,
founded in 1905. 2 - Chelsea Victoria Clinton, daughter of Bill Clinton, former President of u. S. a..

chelsea victoria
Chelsea Victoria Clinton is the only daughter of the former President of United States of America (U S. A.  ) Bill Clinton
and Hillari Clinton, the Secretary of State of the country.

chelsea victoria clinton
Chelsea Victoria Clinton is the daughter of the former President of United States of America ( U.S.A.  ) Bill Clinton.

chemo del solar
José Guillermo of the Solar Alvarez, better known as Chemo del Solar, is a Peruvian ex-footballer; He participated in
several eliminatory World Cup with the national team of his country.

cheo
CHEO: Affectionate treatment for the name José. For example, the singer's " 34 sauce;  José Feliciano, who was part of
the Fania All Star, was better known as Cheo Feliciano.

chequear
1- Examine, collate, look at something repeatedly.   2- Do a check-up. 

chequeo
Check-up: m.  A revision that is made to check the status of a thing.



cheroqui
Cherokee: adj. 1 - Jesus is of the individual of a tribe of North American Indians. 2. belonging or pertaining to Indians.

chester
" Chester " is the nickname which is known a comedian appearing on the program, " Sábados Felices " canal Caracol.


